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Abstract

On October 1, 2016, the Chinese RMB (yuan) will be included in the SDRs of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Reserve currencies are select currencies that have special drawing rights (SDRs). This article examines some of the aspects of this impending change of including the Chinese RMB as a select currency. The U.S. dollar is expected to continue to dominate as a select currency, after October 1, 2016, for the foreseeable future. This article has been written so as to provide general economists with some understanding of special drawing rights (SDR) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and how the addition of the Chinese RMB will fit in, as of October 1, 2016.
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Introduction

In 2015, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) approved the October 1, 2016 inclusion of the Chinese RMB in the SDRs (special drawing rights). This will make the Chinese RMB a reserve currency. The next four Sections present a literature review. The Final Section gives a summary and conclusion.

1. First British currency and then American currency

In 1899, the share of the British Pound in known foreign exchange holdings of official institutions had been large. The British Pound also had a much greater share of known foreign exchange holdings than the American dollar. At that time, the holdings were in American dollar value terms: $105.1 million in British Pounds; $27.2 million in French Francs; $24.2 million in German Marks; $9.4 million in other currencies (Chinn and Frankel, 2008). In 1913, on the eve of World War I, which started in 1914, the situation had not changed much. The British Pound constituted $425.4 million; $275.1 million in French Francs; $136.9 million in German Marks was $55.3 in other currencies. Even in 1940, the British Pound had the highest amount of known foreign exchange (Lindert, 1969, pp. 16-22; Chinn and Frankel, 2008).

World War II included the U.S. lending money to the U.K., which in itself was one factor in the ascent of the U.S. dollar. The British Pound lost its pre-eminence, as the U.K. lost some of her economic pre-eminence, some of her colonies, some of her relative military power, and some of her other traits of her ability to greatly influence other nations (Chinn and Frankel, 2008).

By 1945, the Dollar was the currency of most importance for known foreign exchange (Aieber, 1966, pp. 19-20; Chinn and Frankel, 2008). After World War 2, the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, in regard to the U.S. dollar, was implemented. Although the fixed exchange rate lasted only from 1945 to 1971, there is still the use of USA dollars for reserve currency. In this way, the U.S. dollar is used by other countries to denominate the assets that they hold as international reserves (Mishkin, 2006). However, there are now other reserve currencies designated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The tendency of the United States to mount up total budget debt, the use of inflation for debt monetization and the budget pressures from many military miscalculations in the Middle East could affect the U.S. dollar as a reserve currency in the years to come (Chinn and Frankel, 2008).

Any change in one currency as being the main foreign exchange currency to a different currency having that role is a gradual change. We can see that in the example of the British Pound giving way to the American Dollar as the main foreign exchange currency. In reality, there is some “inertia” that slows that change of any country’s currency being the main currency into another country’s currency being the main one (Chinn and Frankel, 2008).

2. Chinese RMB

The Chinese RMB (remninbi), means “the people’s currency” in Mandarin. On October 1, 2016, it will join the ranks of those currencies that are designated reserve currencies. SDR’s, special drawing rights, refer to a basket of currencies used by the Washington based International Monetary Fund (IMF) as its unit of account (Economist, 2015). IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde stated that the inclusion of the RMB in SDR’s indicates that reforms in international trade have been implemented (Bloomberg, 2015a). SDR (special drawing rights) are not, technically, a currency. However, IMF member countries have the right to obtain any of the currencies in the basket of designated SDR currencies (Mayeda, 2015a). Investors correctly choosing a currency may achieve an increase in liquidity. This may avert some risk.
The Yuan is tightly controlled by the Chinese government, even with requests by Western nations to loosen control more.

- The Yuan is used internationally in a limited way.
- The rising middle class in China demands more certainty from the government.
- Historically, the dominant country in a national defense sense, has a great influence in the reserve currency scheme. For the foreseeable future, that dominate country will be the United States (Finances, 2015).

Harjani (2014) provides a poll of how institutional investors see things between the Chinese RMB (Yuan) and the U.S. dollar. There are two groups in the sample of the 200 people surveyed in this poll. One group is composed of 100 institutional investors inside the Chinese mainland. The other 100 is composed of institutional investors outside the Chi-
Chinese mainland, with the names supplied by The Economist magazine. Not surprisingly, within Mainland China, “optimism was higher” for the Chinese RMB Yuan to supersede the U.S. dollar. Indeed, 62 percent of those who are on the Chinese Mainland, view the RMB as being able to supersede the U.S. dollar as a reserve currency; whereas, those polled outside Mainland China yielded only 43 percent agreeing that the Chinese RMB would supersede the U.S. dollar as a reserve currency.

The U.S. dollar has been an important world standard, especially for international trade. Unfortunately, due to strategies to soften the effects of the Great Recession, the increases in the money supply for the U.S. dollar have been very great in recent years (Gentle and Jones, 2015). Possibly, this could be an adverse factor in terms of how good a store of value the U.S. dollar is. There has been a great expansionary policy by the FED; thus, “China has been provoked into speed- ing RMB “internationalization”, due to concerns about the long-term ability of the U.S. dollar to act as a store of value (McKinnon and Schnabi, 2014). This RMB internationalization opens up Chinese “domestic financial markets to reduce its dependence on the U.S. dollar for invoicing trade and making international payments” (McKinnon and Schnabi, 2014) There are complications in doing this internationalization. Issues concerning Chinese authorities have to be concerned about interest rates and inflows of foreign capital, for example (McKinnon and Schnabi, 2014). Although Cohen and Benney (2014) acknowledge the changes in the international currency system, they state that aside from any other considerations, the level of competition has to be taken into account also. The competitive structure of the international currency system has changed slowly over the last two decades (Cohen and Benney, 2014). Eichengreen et al. (2014) find that “much progress has been made on RMB settlements for trade involving the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and on RMB-denominated bond issuance in Hong Kong” (Eichengreen et al., 2014). Shu and Cheng (2015) maintain that there is “growing influence of the Chinese RMB in the Asia-Pacific region”.

These changes, in turn, would call for greater exchange rate flexibility so that the People’s Bank of China (the central bank) can enjoy monetary policy autonomy. Exposure to any volatility in financial markets will also have to be taken into account (Eichengreen et al., 2014). According to Durden (2015), the inclusion of the Chinese RMB as an International Monetary Fund (IMF) reserve currency puts pressure on Beijing in regard to how it manages the Yuan, and how the Chinese government communicates with investors and the world. China has pledges “to loosen its tight grip on the currency’s value” and the openness of China’s financial system will come under new scrutiny (Durden, 2015). Importantly, the “history of the Japanese internalization offers a cautionary tale” (Durden, 2015). The Japanese example suggests that (a) a floating exchange rate, (b) free cross-border flows and (c) stable economic growth are all necessary for any internationalization that is successful (Durden, 2015).

The International Monetary Fund’s press releases on the inclusion of the Chinese in currencies with SDRs included the expectation that China would continue its financial and monetary reforms. It is thought that the Chinese RMB will “take on a more global role” (Rao, 2015).

4. Examples of four illustrations and interpretations

This Section of the article provides four illustrations that may help the reader to understand these concepts better. The concepts described in the four illustrations are: special drawing rights, current SDR currencies composition, strong Yuan effect on Chinese exports, and China becoming the largest economy, based on purchasing power parity (PPP).

These diagrams and the explanations below them help to understand key aspects, concerning the Chinese RMB and its elevation in status to an International Monetary Fund (IMF) reserve currency.

Figure 1 (see below) describes special drawing rights. This phenomena refers to those select currencies that are included in the International Monetary Fund’s basket of currencies known as “reserve currencies” (Economist, 2015). As of October 1, 2016, U.S. Dollars, Euros, Chinese Yuan, Japanese Yen and British Pound are the five currencies included. A weighted average of those currencies are used to make up the value of special drawing rights. As the diagram above illustrates, the value per currency is: U.S. dollar 41.73%; Euro 30.93 %, Chinese Yuan 10.92%; Japanese Yen 8.33% and 8.09% for the British Pound (International Monetary Fund, 2015a; Mayeda, 2015b).
In Figure 2, note that on January 1, 1999 the Euro came into being. Therefore, the Deutsch Mark and the French Franc were phased out. The British Pound Sterling (11.3%), the Japanese Yen (9.4%), the U.S. dollar (41.9%) and the Euro (37.4%) are what remained. This chart is of a time period before the Chinese RMB becomes a reserve currency on October 1, 2016 (International Monetary Fund, 2015b; Reserve Currency, 2015).

In Figure 3, the real effective exchange rate is the weighted average of a country’s currency relative to an index or basket of other major currencies adjusted for the effects of inflation (Investopedia, 2016). The higher the real effective exchange rate of Chinese RMB (Yuan) relative to that of other trading partners, then the less competitive are Chinese exports, relative to trading partners (Chan, 2015).
In Figure 4, possibly, in the year 2014, in terms of purchasing power parity, China surpassed the United States as the world’s largest economy. (China surpasses U.S., 2015). However, in per capita terms, China lags far behind the United States (International Monetary Fund, 2015c).

Summary and conclusion

On October 1 of this year, 2016, the Chinese RMB will get special drawing rights and become a reserve currency of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The Chinese government has promised to continue economic and financial reforms. A demonstrated good effort to pursue these reforms will increase the success of the Chinese RMB being used widespread in more international transactions. Along with the Chinese RMB, the U.S. Dollar, the Euro, the Japanese Yen and the British Pound will continue to have special drawing rights. A weighted average of those currencies is used to make up the value of special drawing rights. As of October 1, 2016, the value per currency will be: U.S. dollar 41.73%; Euro 30.93%, Chinese Yuan 10.92%; Japanese Yen 8.33%, and 8.09% for the British Pound. International trade will benefit from the inclusion of the Chinese RMB (Yuan) in the basket of currencies with special drawing rights (SDRs).
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